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Abstract
This paper presents a novel task together with a new
benchmark for detecting generic, taxonomy-free event
boundaries that segment a whole video into chunks. Conventional work in temporal video segmentation and action detection focuses on localizing pre-defined action categories and thus does not scale to generic videos. Cognitive Science has known since last century that humans consistently segment videos into meaningful temporal chunks.
This segmentation happens naturally, without pre-defined
event categories and without being explicitly asked to do so.
Here, we repeat these cognitive experiments on mainstream
CV datasets; with our novel annotation guideline which addresses the complexities of taxonomy-free event boundary
annotation, we introduce the task of Generic Event Boundary Detection (GEBD) and the new benchmark KineticsGEBD. We view GEBD as an important stepping stone towards understanding the video as a whole, and believe it
has been previously neglected due to a lack of proper task
definition and annotations. Through experiment and human
study we demonstrate the value of the annotations. Further, we benchmark supervised and un-supervised GEBD
approaches on the TAPOS dataset and our Kinetics-GEBD.
We release our annotations and baseline codes at CVPR’21
LOVEU Challenge: https://sites.google.com/
view/loveucvpr21.

1. Introduction
Cognitive science tells us [49] that humans perceive
video in terms of “events” (goal-directed sequences of actions, like “washing a car” or “cooking a meal”), and further, people segment events naturally and spontaneously
while perceiving video, breaking down longer events into
a series of shorter temporal units. However, mainstream
SOTA video models [47, 48, 13, 7, 28, 12] still commonly
process short clips (e.g. 1s long), followed by some kind of
pooling operation to generate video-level predictions.
Recent years have seen significant progress in temporal
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Figure 1: Examples of generic event boundaries: 1) A long
jump is segmented at a shot cut, then between actions of
Run, Jump and Stand up (dominant subject in red circle).
2) color / brightness change 3) new subject appears.

action detection [8, 9, 14], segmentation [24, 3, 21, 11] and
parsing [35, 38] in videos. Despite this, we have not seen
major developments in modeling long-form video. The cognitive science suggests that one underlying deficit is event
segmentation: unlike our SOTA models, humans naturally
divide video into meaningful units and can reason about
these units. In contrast to our current methods build upon
limited sets of predefined action classes, humans perceive a
broad and diverse set of segment boundaries without any
predefined target classes.
To enable machines to develop such ability, we propose a new task called Generic Event Boundary Detection
(GEBD) which aims at localizing the moments where humans naturally perceive event boundaries. As Fig. 1 shows,
our event boundaries could happen at the moments where
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THUMOS’14
ActivityNet v1.3
Charades
HACS Segments
AVA
EPIC-Kitchens
EPIC-Kitchens-100
TAPOS Instances
Kinetics-GEBD (raw)
Kinetics-GEBD (clean)

#videos
2700
27801
67000
50000
214
432
700
16294
55351
54691

#segments
18K
23K
10K
139K
197K
39K
89K
48K
1771K
1561K

#boundaries
36K
46K
20K
278K
394K
79K
179K
33K
1498K
1290K

video domain
sports
in-the-wild
household
in-the-wild
movie
kitchen
kitchen
sports
in-the-wild
in-the-wild

boundary cause
action
action
action
action
action
action
action
action
generic
generic

#boundary classes
20
203
157
200
80
2747, open-vocab
4053, open-vocab
open-vocab
taxonomy-free
taxonomy-free

#Annotations per video
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4.93
4.94

Table 1: Comparing our Kinetics-GEBD with other video boundary datasets. Our Kinetics-GEBD has the largest number
of temporal boundaries (e.g. 32x of ActivityNet, 8x of EPIC-Kitchens-100), spans a broad spectrum of video domains in
the wild in contrast to sports or kitchen centric, is open-vocabulary rather than building on a pre-defined taxonomy, contains
boundaries caused by not only action change but also generic event change, and has almost 5 annotations per video to capture
human perception differences and therefore ensure diversity. Note that for ActivityNet and TAPOS, since ground truths of
test set are withheld, we do not include #segments and #boundaries of their test sets.
the action changes (e.g. Run to Jump), the subject changes
(e.g. a new person appears), the environment changes (e.g.
suddenly become bright), for example.
To annotate ground truths of such taxonomy-free event
boundaries, the common strategies used by the existing temporal tasks with pre-defined taxonomy do not work:

2. Spurring progress in long-form video; GEBD is a first
step towards segmenting video into meaningful units
and enabling further reasoning based on these units.
In summary, our contributions are four-fold:
• A new task and benchmark, Kinetics-GEBD, for detecting generic event boundaries without the need of a
predefined target event taxonomy.

1. Existing tasks require us to manually define each target class carefully i.e. its semantic differentiators compared to other classes. But it is impractical to enumerate and manually define all candidate generic event
boundary classes.

• We propose novel annotation task design principles
that are effective yet easy for annotators to follow. We
disambiguate what shall be annotated as event boundaries while preserving diversity across individuals in
the annotation.

2. The existing tasks typically focus on shot and action
boundaries, neglecting other generic event boundaries
as the examples shown in Fig. 1 like change of subject.
In this paper, we propose to follow cognitive experiments
[49] in annotating event boundaries on computer vision
datasets. We choose the popular Kinetics [20] dataset as
our video source and construct a new event segmentation
benchmark Kinetics-GEBD. The marked boundaries are
relatively consistent across different annotators; the main
challenge raising ambiguity is the level of detail. For example, one annotator might mark boundaries at the beginning
and end of a dance sequence, while another might annotate
every dance move. We develop several novel principles in
design annotation guideline to ensure consistent level of detail across different annotators while explicitly capturing the
human perception differences with a multi-review protocol.
Our new GEBD task and benchmark will be valuable in:
1. Immediately supporting applications like video editing, summarization, keyframe selection, highlight detection. Event boundaries divide a video into natural,
meaningful units and can rule out unnatural cuts in the
middle of a unit, for example.

• We benchmark a number of supervised and unsupervised methods on the TAPOS [38] dataset and our
Kinetics-GEBD.
• We demonstrate the value of our event boundaries on
downstream applications including video-level classification and video summarization.

2. Related Work
Temporal Action Detection or localization methods attempt to detect the start time and end time for action instances in untrimmed, long videos. Standard benchmarks
include THUMOS [19], ActivityNet [1], HACS [53], etc.
All of them target a list of specified action classes and manually define the criteria for determining the start point and
end point of each action, preventing annotations at scale.
Numerous methods have been developed for temporal
action detection [8, 9, 14, 31, 40, 42, 4, 30, 54, 51, 33].
Notably, many of them contain a temporal proposal module
which solves a binary classification problem analogous to
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foreground-background segmentation. “Background” segments contain no pre-defined action classes. However,
many other generic events could appear in background segments, and segmenting generic events is the main focus in
this paper.
Temporal Action Segmentation [24, 3, 21, 11, 26, 2, 27,
37, 18] means labeling the action classes in every frames.
Some popular benchmarks are 50Salads [45], GTEA [26],
Breakfast [21, 22], MERL Shopping [43], etc. Another task
called Temporal Action Parsing was recently proposed in
[38]; parsing aims to detect the temporal boundaries for segmenting an action into sub-actions. This is more closely related to our current work. However, these annotations and
methods are also developed for pre-defined action classes
only, not generic boundaries.
Shot Boundary Detection is a classical task to detect
shot transitions due to video editing such as scene cuts,
fades/dissolves, and panning. Some recent works are
[5, 15, 46, 39, 44]. These shot boundaries are well-defined
and an overcomplete set is easy to detect since the changes
between shots are often significant. In this paper, we also
annotate and detect shot boundaries in our Kinetics-GEBD
benchmark; however, the main novelty lies in event boundaries which are useful for breaking generic videos into
semantically-coherent subparts.

3. Definition of the GEBD Task
3.1. Task Definition
GEBD localizes the moments where humans naturally perceive taxonomy-free event boundaries that break
a longer event into shorter temporal segments. To obtain
ground truth annotations, we begin with the cognitive experiments’ guideline [49] which achieved consistent boundaries marked by different annotators. However, the cognitive experiments typically cover a limited number of scenarios in simple videos, e.g. a single actor, free of distractions
from the event of interest. We target diverse, natural human activity videos like Kinetics [20] which contain multiple actors, background distractions, different levels of detail
in both space and time, etc. Thus, there is more ambiguity
about what are the event boundary positions.

3.2. Principles for Designing Annotation Guideline
To overcome these ambiguities in natural videos, we arrived at the following design principles throughout multiple
iterations of improving annotation guidelines.
(a) Detail in space: Focus on the dominant subject. In
order to avoid getting distracted by background events, annotators shall focus on the salient subject performing the
event. The subject could be a person, a group, an object, or
a collection of objects, depending on the video content.

(b) Detail in time: Find event boundaries at “1 level
deeper” granularity compared to the video-level event.
Given a video, it can be segmented at different temporal
granularities. For example, the event boundaries of a long
jump video could be 1) coarse: Long Jump starts / ends, or
2) intermediate: Long Jump is broken into running, jumping, and landing, or 3) fine: every foot step. All variants are
legitimate segmentations. We embrace this ambiguity to a
limited degree: we instructed annotators to mark boundaries
“1 level deeper” than the video-level event, and provided
some examples but no precise definition of “1 level”. Sometimes there is no one single video-level event; yet the merit
of this principle is to ensure the segmented subparts are at
the same level of granularity. This technique can be recursively applied to the segmented subparts when finer granularity is desired. With this principle implemented, we find
that humans can reliably agree on event boundaries without
the need of a hand-crafted event boundary taxonomy.
(c) Diversity of perception: Use multi-review. Sometimes
people have different interpretations of “1 level deeper” and
go slightly deeper or coarser. For example, in a video of
two consecutive Long Jump instances, some might segment
two instances of long jump, while others would segment the
running and jumping units. In practice, we consider both are
correct and find that one video usually has at most 2-3 such
possible variations due to the human perceiving differences
rather than the ambiguity of task definition. Thus, to capture
such diversity, we assign 5 annotators for each video based
the rule of thumb in user experience research.
(d) Annotation format: Timestamps vs Time Ranges.
The above principles clarify when to mark an event boundary. The remaining question is marking where. Following previous works, we can accommodate some ambiguity
in “where” during evaluation by varying an error tolerance
threshold; more details can be found in Sec. 3.3. We provide two options for marking an event boundary: 1) A single “Timestamp”, typically used for instantaneous change
(e.g. the moment when jumping begins in long jump). 2) A
time “Range”, typically used for short yet gradual change
e.g. the interval between the end of landing and the start of
standing up. More detailed can be found in Supp.
More details of our annotation guideline for KineticsGEBD (e.g. our own annotation interface, task rejection
criteria, annotation format) can be found in Supp.

3.3. Evaluation Protocol
As described in Sec. 3.2, a boundary can be either a
timestamp or a short range. If it is a range, we represent it
by its middle timestamp during evaluation. Thus, our evaluation task is to measure the discrepancy between the detected timestamp and the ground truth timestamp, regardless of their types or semantic meanings. To measure the
discrepancy between timestamps, we follow previous works
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such as temporal parsing of an action instance [38] and on4.4. Common Characteristics of Boundary Causes
line detection of action start [41] and use the Relative DisCognitive studies [6] suggest that event boundaries can
tance (Rel.Dis.) measurement. Inspired by the Intersectionbe characterized by several high-level causes. Throughout
over-Union measurement, Rel.Dis. is the error between the
our pilot annotation tasks for refining guideline, we confrom: tab
Eval forby
cvpr21:
https://fb-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/zshou_fb_com/_layouts/15/doc2.aspx?sourcedoc=%7
detected and ground truthcopied
timestamps,
divided
the length
firmed such finding and arrived at the following high-level
of the corresponding whole action instance. Given a fixed
causes of event boundaries: (1) Change of Subject: 0.3-0.4
new
of avg manual
score
avg F1 consistency for the above 10, the ditribution of #videos per range
is:
0.4-0.5
threshold for Rel.Dis., wesummary
can determine
whether
a vs.
detecsubject appears or old subject disappears and such subject
scores list:
tion is correct (i.e. ≤ threshold) or incorrect (i.e. > threshis dominant. (2) Change of Object of Interaction: the subold), and then compute precision, recall, F1 score for the
ject starts to interact with a new object or finishes with an
whole dataset. Note that duplicated detection for the same
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
old object. (3) Changeto-be-sampled:
of Action: an old action ends,
or
boundary is not allowed. Also, Each rater’s annotation is
number:
a new action starts. Note that this characteristic includes
used separately. A detection result is compared against each
scores list:
1, 1.4,
when the subject changes physical direction
(e.g. a runner
rater’s annotation and the highest F1 score is treated as the
suddenly changes direction) and when the same action is
final result. We have also explored other metrics. Detailed
organize for plotting
0.4-0.5 being performed
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.8-1
multiple
times (e.g. 0.7-0.8
several consecutive
discussions can be found in Supp.
push-up
Change in Environment:1.4signif1.2 instances).1.4(4)x-----1.6
1
icant 1changes in color
or
brightness
of
the
environment
or
1.2
1.2
1.2
1
4. Benchmark Creation: Kinetics-GEBD
the 1.4
dominant subject
turned on, illuminating
1.2(e.g. a light is1.6
1.2
1
a previously
darker1.2environment). 1.2Further, Shot Change
1.6
1
1.2
4.1. Video Sources
boundaries
are also1.2
common in Kinetics
videos. Thus,
we
1.8
1
1
1
also annotate shot boundaries and the instructions can be
Our Kinetics-GEBD Train Set contains 20K videos ran1
found in Supp. In a video of multiple shots, the target grandomly selected from Kinetics-400 Train Set [20]. Our
x-----1
ularity for event boundaries is 1 level deeper than the corKinetics-GEBD Test Set contains another 20K videos ran1.4
1.24
1.2
1.04
responding
shot-level
event. Sometimes
an event 1.16
boundary
domly selected from Kinetics-400 TrainAVG
Set. Our Val Set
might be due to Multiple coupled causes or Others. As the
contains all 20K videos in Kinetics-400 Val Set.
distribution shown in Fig. 2: Others is negligible; Change
4.2. Annotator Training
of Action is the most common cause. Note that the actions
Event Type on Kinetics Val
leading to boundaries in our dataset are much more generic
To ramp up a new annotator, we provide a training
and diverse
than
the pre-defined
taxonomies in
current
Shot Change
Change
of Subject
Change of ObjectChange
of the
Action
Change in Environment
Multiple
curriculum consisting of a cascade of 5 training batches.
CV
action
datasets.
86981
30651
10824
291196
1687
Each training batch contains 100 randomly sampled Kinetics videos with some reference annotations. We make it
clear to the annotator that different people may segment the
same video in different ways, thus our provided annotations
are only for reference. Once a batch is done and before
moving the annotator to the next batch, we will review its
annotations for all 100 videos and provide specific feedback
regarding errors made due to misunderstanding or misconFigure 2: Distribution of boundary causes on Kineticsduct of the guideline. Overall, we do observe steady imGEBD Val.
provements over training batches for each new annotator.
Event Type on Kinetics Val (filter out F1<0.3 and #annotation < 3)

4.3. Quality Assurance

Shot

We present our detailed quality assurance mechanism
in Supp. Briefly, annotators were trained on 5 cascaded
batches of 100 videos, with a QA mechanism before they
worked on real jobs. Typical issues early in training included misunderstanding of the tool or guidelines, as well
as annotating too much or too little detail. Training videos
were rated on a scale of 1 (good), 2 (minor errors like inaccurate timestamps), and 3 (bad, typically misunderstanding
of guidelines). Raters progressed to real jobs when their
average rating was deemed sufficient. In practice, the performance of an annotator is satisfying and acceptable if its
average rating is below 1.3.

Subject
Object
4.5. Annotation
Results
SummaryAction
and AnalysisEnvironment
86367

30112

10805

288488

Annotation capacity. In total, around 40 qualified annotators were trained to annotate our Kinetics-GEBD. The average speed is around 5mins per video per annotator.
Statistics of #annotations received. Recall that each video
#Annotations
#videos
Per. (%)

0
101
0.51

1
141
0.71

2
203
1.03

3
342
1.73

4
805
4.07

5
18166
91.94

Table 2: For our Kinetics-GEBD Val set, #annotations received per video vs. #videos and its percentage .
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1600

Multiple

is annotated by 5 annotators. Annotators can reject a video
due to the reasons stated in Supp. Table 2 shows that most
videos receive all 5 annotations without rejection.
The extent of consensus for GEBD annotation. Given
the construction of the dataset, a natural question is “how
consistent are the annotations?”. Adopting the protocol
in Sec. 3.3, for the same video, we treat one annotation
as ground truth and another annotation as detection result.
Since we expect consistent annotations to have very close
boundaries in time, we do not use relative distance; instead,
we evaluate F1 score based on the absolute distance between two boundaries, varying the threshold from 0.2s to
1s with a step of 0.2s, and calculate the average F1 score.
By averaging the F1 score over all pairs of annotations for
the same video, we can obtain its consistency score. If all
raters make very similar annotations, the consistency score
will be high i.e. towards 1; otherwise low i.e. towards 0.
Fig. 3 shows that the majority of videos have consistency
scores higher than 0.5. This indicates that given our designed task definition and annotation guideline, humans are
able to reach decent degree of consensus, taking into account the factors that (1) often due to different human perception manners, a video can have multiple correct segmentations, and (2) sometimes annotators make mistakes.
To understand how the frequency of annotation mistakes (i.e. annotation quality) correlates with the consistency score, in Table 3, we randomly sample 5 non-rejection
videos for each consistency score range and conduct manual auditing according to the protocol in Sec. 4.3 to get the
average rating for each range. As the consistency score becomes low, the rating gets worse. Recall that the cutoff for
the rating to determine qualified annotators is 1.3, which
corresponds to 0.5 consistency score here.

(0.9, 1]
2.1%
(0.8, 0.9]
6.5%
(0.7, 0.8]
19.5%

(0.3, 0.4]
3.4%
(0.4, 0.5]
11.1%

(0.5, 0.6]
24.8%

Consistency
Rating

(0.4,0.5]
1.4

(0.5,0.6]
1.24

(0.6,0.7]
1.20

(0.7,0.8]
1.16

(0.8,1]
1.04

Table 3: Average audit rating vs. average F1 consistency
score on our Kinetics-GEBD Val set.

4.6. Post-processing for the Annotations
Given the raw annotations, we conduct the following
steps to construct our Kinetics-GEBD benchmark. (1)
To ensure annotation quality and remove very ambiguous
videos, we exclude videos that have lower than 0.3 consistency score. (2) To capture the diversity of human perception, we only keep videos that receive at least 3 annotations.
During evaluation, the detection is compared against each
ground truth annotation and the highest F1 score is treated
as the final result. (3) For each annotation, if two boundaries
are very close (i.e. less than 0.1s), we merge them into one.
Note that this includes the case that one Timestamp boundary falls into a Range, or one Range boundary overlaps with
another Range boundary. We remove any boundaries from
the initial and final 0.3s of each video. More details in Supp.

4.7. Statistics
For the raw Kinetics-GEBD annotation, the average
number of boundaries per video per annotation is 5.48 (std
dev 2.76, range [1, 33]). The average time between boundaries is 1.47s (std dev 1.24, range [0,10.01]). The number
and average length of the time-range boundaries is 265K
and 0.71s. The number of timestamp-only boundaries is
1232K.
For the Kinetics-GEBD benchmark (after postprocessing raw annotations), the average number of
boundaries per video per annotation is 4.77 (std dev 2.24,
range [0,14], distribution plot as Fig. 4(a)). The average
time between boundaries is 1.65s (std dev 1.25, range
[0.023, 10.08], distribution plot as Fig. 4(e)).
Furthermore, the left column of Fig. 4 shows the distribution of #boundaries per video per annotation, #boundaries
per video and duration per segment, respectively. To show
how these compared on the base Kinetics-400 classes, we
rank all Kinetics classes from high to low and highlight 3
classes, as shown in the right column of Fig. 4.

5. Experimental Results of GEBD Methods
(0.6, 0.7]
31.6%

Figure 3: The number of videos percentage (below line)
for each range of the consistency score (above line) on our
Kinetics-GEBD Val set when the video is not rejected by
any annotators.

5.1. Dataset
In addition to our Kinetics-GEBD, we also experiment
on the recent TAPOS dataset [38] containing Olympics
sport videos with 21 actions. The training set contains
13,094 action instances and the validation set contains
1,790 action instances. The authors manually defined
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Figure 4: Statistics on Kinetics-GEBD. #boundaries per
video per annotation: (a) distribution (b) average over each
Kinetics class and then sorted by class; #boundaries per
video: (c) distribution (d) average over each Kinetics class
and then sorted by class; duration per segment: (e) distribution (f) average over each Kinetics class and then sorted by
class.

how to break each action into sub-actions during annotation. While not taxonomy-free, the TAPOS boundaries between sub-actions are analogous to GEBD action boundaries. Thus, we can re-purpose TAPOS for our GEBD task
by trimming each action instance with its action label hidden (can be as long as 5mins) and conducting GEBD on
each action instance. Note that in TAPOS only 1 rater’s annotation has been released and thereby used as ground truth.

5.2. Supervised Methods for GEBD
We directly quote the results of supervised methods from
[38] on TAPOS (i.e. the below #1-3). Since [38] has not
published codes, we implement the below #4-6 methods by
ourselves on our Kinetics-GEBD:
#1. Temporal parsing model: TransParser [38] proposes
a pattern miner trained with a local loss based on the subaction boundary supervision and a global loss trained with
the action instance label supervision.
#2. Temporal action segmentation models: Connectionist
Temporal Modeling (CTM) [17] and Iterative Soft Boundary Assignment (ISBA) [10] are supervised by the order of
occurrence of a set of pre-defined sub-actions.

#3. Action boundary detection model: Temporal Convolution Network (TCN) [24, 31] trains a binary classifier to distinguish the frames around boundaries against other frames.
#4. Pairwise boundary Classifier (PC): At each candidate
boundary position time t, we use the same backbone network to extract a feature pair: the average feature of frames
before and the average feature of frames after t. We conduct global pooling over space for each feature and then we
concatenate these two paired features together as the input
to a linear binary classifier, which is trained to predict the
probability of time t is a boundary. PC is trained end-to-end
to fine-tune the backbone network pre-trained on ImageNet;
training with the backbone fixed does not converge. We watershed the probability sequence to obtain internals above
0.5. Each internal’s center is treated as an event boundary.
#5. Temporal action proposal model: to understand how
well an class-agnostic action boundary proposal model can
detect generic event boundaries, we train a BMN model [29]
on THUMOS’14 [19] and test it on Kinetics-GEBD to generate action proposals. We denote BMN as treating both
the start and end of each action proposal as event boundary. Alternatively, since one intermediate step in BMN is
to evaluate two probability scores of respectively being action start and end, we watershed each probability sequence
to obtain internals above 0.5 and treat the center of each internal as an event boundary. We take the union of all these
centers and denote this method as BMN-StartEnd.
#6. Cross-dataset GEBD method TCN-TAPOS: to confirm
the need of Kinetics-GEBD which is more challenging than
TAPOS, we conduct testing on Kinetics-GEBD using the
TCN model trained on TAPOS.

5.3. Unsupervised Methods for GEBD
This direction is intriguing because it can potentially
handle any kind of events, without the need to annotate a
large amount of event boundary labels.
#1. SceneDetect1 : an online popular library for detecting
classical shot changes.
#2. PA - Random: we randomly swap the detection results
of the below PA method among all videos. The position of
each boundary is mapped to the new video with its relative
position in the original video unchanged.
#3. PredictAbility (PA): Event Segmentation Theory indicates that the moment people perceive event boundary is
where future activity is least predictable [23, 36, 52]. This
motivates us to develop a PA-based method which first 1)
computationally assesses the predictability score over time
and then 2) locates the event boundaries by detecting the
local minima of the predictability sequence.
1) Predictability Assessment: To quantify the predictability at time t, we compute the average feature of
1 https://github.com/Breakthrough/PySceneDetect
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Rel.Dis. threshold
SceneDetect
Unsuper. PA - Random
PA
ISBA
TCN
Super.
CTM
TransParser
PC

0.05
0.035
0.158
0.360
0.106
0.237
0.244
0.289
0.522

0.1
0.045
0.233
0.459
0.170
0.312
0.312
0.381
0.595

0.15
0.047
0.273
0.507
0.227
0.331
0.336
0.435
0.628

0.2
0.051
0.310
0.543
0.265
0.339
0.351
0.475
0.646

0.25
0.053
0.331
0.567
0.298
0.342
0.361
0.500
0.659

0.3
0.054
0.347
0.579
0.326
0.344
0.369
0.514
0.665

0.35
0.055
0.357
0.592
0.348
0.347
0.374
0.527
0.671

0.4
0.056
0.369
0.601
0.369
0.348
0.381
0.534
0.676

0.45
0.057
0.376
0.609
0.382
0.348
0.383
0.540
0.679

0.5
0.058
0.384
0.615
0.396
0.348
0.385
0.545
0.683

avg
0.051
0.314
0.543
0.302
0.330
0.350
0.474
0.642

Table 4: F1 results on TAPOS for various supervised and unsuperivsed GEBD methods.

Rel.Dis. threshold
SceneDetect
Unsuper.
PA - Random
PA
BMN
BMN-StartEnd
Super.
TCN-TAPOS
TCN
PC

0.05
0.275
0.336
0.396
0.186
0.491
0.464
0.588
0.625

0.1
0.300
0.435
0.488
0.204
0.589
0.560
0.657
0.758

0.15
0.312
0.484
0.520
0.213
0.627
0.602
0.679
0.804

0.2
0.319
0.512
0.534
0.220
0.648
0.628
0.691
0.829

0.25
0.324
0.529
0.544
0.226
0.660
0.645
0.698
0.844

0.3
0.327
0.541
0.550
0.230
0.668
0.659
0.703
0.853

0.35
0.330
0.548
0.555
0.233
0.674
0.669
0.706
0.859

0.4
0.332
0.554
0.558
0.237
0.678
0.676
0.708
0.864

0.45
0.334
0.558
0.561
0.239
0.681
0.682
0.710
0.867

0.5
0.335
0.561
0.564
0.241
0.683
0.687
0.712
0.870

avg
0.318
0.506
0.527
0.223
0.640
0.627
0.685
0.817

Table 5: F1 results on Kinetics-GEBD for various supervised and unsuperivsed GEBD methods.
frames preceding and the average feature of frames succeeding t. Then, we compute their squared L2 norm feature distance to obtain the inverse predictability φ (t); lower
distance implies greater predictability.
2) Boundaries from Predictability: Given φ (t), a natural
method is to propose temporal boundaries at the local maxima of φ. This is similar to the classical blob detection problem, and thus we apply the classical Laplacian of Gaussian
(LoG) filter [32] to our 1D temporal problem. We apply the
1D LoG filter to compute L(t) = LoG(φ (t)), and compute
its derivative L0 (t). We detect temporal boundaries at the
negative-to-positive zero-crossings of L0 , which correspond
to local maxima of φ.

5.4. Implementation Details
The following settings are used for all experiments conducted by ourselves unless explicitly specified otherwise: 2
GP100 NVIDIA cards are used. For each video, we sample 1 frame for every 3 frames. The inputs are RGB images
resized to 224x224. To make fair comparisons, all models
implemented by ourselves, i.e. PC, TCN, TCN-TAPOS,
PA, BMN, BMN-StartEnd, build on ResNet-50 [16] backbone. PC is trained end-to-end while others simply use the
off-the-shelf ImageNet pretrained feature. Our PC, TCN,

TCN-TAPOS and PA all use 5 frames before and 5 frames
after a candidate boundary as the model input. For PA, we
tune the sigma in the LoG filter on the Train set and set it to
15. During evaluation, we follow TAPOS [38] to vary the
Relative Distance (Rel.Dis.) threshold indicated in Sec. 3.3
from 5% to 50% with a step of 5%.

5.5. Results Comparisons
TAPOS val set F1 results are shown in Table 4. Detailed results of precision and recall are in Supp. The predictabilitybased PA method is clearly better than the random guess.
It is quite encouraging to see that our unsupervised method
PA even outperforms all previous supervised methods i.e.
ISBA, TCN, CTM, TransParser. SceneDetect achieves high
precision while quite low recall because it only fires at the
very salient boundaries.
Kinetics-GEBD val set F1 results are shown in Table 5.
Detailed results of precision and recall are in Supp. Among
unsupervised methods, PA is clearly better than shot change
detection method SceneDetect and the random guess PA
- Random, in particular when the threshold is strict
on Kinetics-GEBD. Comparing PA with the supervised
method TCN which also uses the same fixed backbone feature, the gap is not large, indicating that un-supervised or
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semi-supervised GEBD methods are worthwhile researching in the future. PC clearly outperforms others, indicating
that the event boundaries cannot be comprehensively represented by off-the-shelf feature while can be better learned
by the backbone. For the class-agnostic action proposal
methods, directly detecting action proposals (i.e. BMN)
is not a good GEBD approach but accessing the probability of being boundary (i.e. BMN-StartEnd) is effective.
BMN-StartEnd is still worse than PC due to only detecting action change boundaries while ignoring other generic
event boundaries like subject change. For the similar reason, on Kinetics-GEBD, a GEBD model trained on TAPOS
(i.e. TCN-TAPOS) underperforms the same model directly
trained on Kinetics-GEBD (i.e. TCN). These again confirm
the challenging nature of generic event boundaries and the
need of our new benchmark Kinetics-GEBD.

6. Applications of Video Event Boundaries

Accuracy (%)

Uniform Sampling

Ours - Mid Sampling

70
65
60
55
50
2

4

6

8

and achieves accuracy close to the best achieved by uniform
sampling. This is useful in practice when the video content
is diverse and thus we do not know what is the best K.

6.2. Video summarization
Our temporal boundaries provide a natural way to select
keyframes for video summarization. We conduct the following two user study tasks to compare Ours (sample the
middle frame of subparts) and Uniform (uniformly sample
the same number of frames as Ours). In Task 1, we randomly sample videos from Kinetics-GEBD Val. In Task 2,
we select the videos that the frame distance between Ours
and Uniform are the largest. Each task involves around
200-250 videos.
For each video in both task, 20 users are asked “which
set of keyframes better summarize the video comprehensively?” and shall vote one out of three options: (1) Set 1
is better; (2) Set 2 is better; (3) Tie (both good/bad summarization). Table 6 shows the percentage of different options
winning at vote-level and at the video-level (e.g. out of 20
votes for the same video, if #votes for (1) is the highest, Set
1 wins). We can see that for random samples Ours is clearly
better than Uniform and for samples of large disparity Ours
significantly outperforms Uniform.

10

Percentage (%)

Avg #frames sampled per video

Task 1: random samples

Figure 5: To classify a video, it is difficult to tell what is
the optimal number of frames for uniform sampling. Our
event boundaries provide cue about how many frames shall
be sampled.

Task 2: large disparity

Vote-level
Video-level
Vote-level
Video-level

Uniform
33.9
38.3
12.6
6.0

Ours
40.9
43.7
73.0
90.0

Tie
25.1
17.8
14.3
4.0

Table 6: User study results for video summarization.

6.1. Video-level classification

7. Conclusion

We test the classification accuracy on videos that receive
at least 3 annotations in Kinetics-GEBD Val set. We use
the public implementation2 of the TSN [50] model which
uniformly samples K frames, applies ResNet-50 backbone
on each frame, and finally average the predictions to get
the video-level prediction. Fig. 5 shows that the video-level
classification accuracy for uniform sampling (blue curve)
increases and then decreases as K varies from 1 to 10. Thus,
give a video, how can we determine K?
Despite GEBD is not designed to select discriminative
frames, our boundaries provide cue about how to set K in
uniform sampling in order to achieve high classification accuracy Based on our annotated boundaries, we can break
the video into segments and each segment might only need
one frame to be sampled. To validate this hypothesis, we
sample the middle frame of each segment. Fig. 5 shows
that this (the red dot) uses in average 5.5 frames per video

In this paper, we have introduced the new task of GEBD
and resolved ambiguities in the annotation process. A new
benchmark, Kinetics-GEBD, has been created along with
novel designs for annotation guidelines and quality assurance. we benchmark supervised and un-supervised GEBD
approaches on the TAPOS dataset and our Kinetics-GEBD.
We believe our work is an important stepping stone towards long-form video understanding and hope it will enable future work in learning based on temporal event structure. In the future, we plan to address scene changes which
usually happen in much longer videos (e.g. move from
kitchen to bathroom in 30mins long ADL [34] videos, move
from street to restaurant in hours long UT-Ego [25] videos).

2 https://github.com/mit-han-lab/temporal-shift-module
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